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ABSTRACT

An efficient object manager, a middle layer on top of a storage system, is essential to ensure acceptable performance of object-oriented database systems, since a traditional record-based storage system is too simple to provide object abstraction. In this chapter, we design and implement an extensible object storage system, called Soprano, in an object-oriented fashion which has shown great potential in extensibility and code reusability. Soprano provides a uniform object abstraction and gives us the convenience of persistent programming through many useful persistent classes. Also, Soprano supports efficient object management and pointer swizzling for fast object access.
This chapter investigates several aspects of the design and implementation of the extensible object storage system. Our experience shows the feasibility of using an object-oriented design and implementation in building an object storage system that should have both extensibility and high performance.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, many object-oriented database systems have been developed and have become widely accepted in the next generation of telecommunications, Internet, and financial applications around the globe. Due to the complexity of data management in such applications, key issues are performance and the requirement for a flexible and transparent object management environment. Thus, the commercial success of the object-oriented database systems largely depends on how well they meet these stringent requirements.

Contemporary relational database systems consist of two main modules: a query processor and a storage system. A query processor returns the result of a given query by translating it into a series of internal storage system calls. The low-level storage system provides data persistency and transaction management with full control of physical devices. In object-oriented database management systems (OODBMSs), however, it is no longer adequate for upper layers, such as a query processor, to call a low-level storage system directly. This is because the upper layers of an OODBMS should be adapted to the rich and extensible nature of the object-oriented data model directly, while a traditional relational storage system supports only record-oriented data abstraction. That is, upper layers (if built directly on top of the relational storage system) would have to implement object abstraction, resulting in poorer performance due to increased complexity (Bancilhon et al., 1992).

To overcome this problem, most OODBMSs employ a middle layer, which is called an object manager, on top of the storage system. The objective of an object manager is to reduce the impedance mismatch between upper layers (e.g., object query processor) and lower layers (e.g., storage system) by implementing object abstraction using the facilities of the underlying storage system. We summarize the basic functionalities of an object manager as follows (Bancilhon et al., 1992):

1. To generate object identifiers
2. To create and delete persistent objects
3. To support object access method
4. To support object naming service
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